Abstract: The over-acceleration and adaptation effects in a two vehicle-class mixture of aggressive drivers is studied. A first order model for each vehicle-class is constructed through a kinetic model equation and an iterative procedure. The constructed model is numerically solved with different parameters and under several initial conditions. Numerical results show the onset of the Kerner's phase and suggest that besides the drivers' aggressivity, the most relevant aspect in the adaptation process is the existence of a more numerous vehicle-class.
Introduction
The study of traffic flow problems in highways has become a great challenge in the whole world, due to its important impact over the society. The detailed study of traffic flow phenomena has evolved from the pioneer work done by Greenshields, whose studies were centered in the relation between the density of vehicles and their average speed in a road [1] . Since then, several approaches have come out at different levels of description to understand all complex problems present in traffic flow [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Going deeper into the traffic flow modeling, we may mention that it is a common feature, in highway traffic, the presence of free and congested regimes, which depend mainly of the vehicles number per unit length in the road. Also, the congested regime presents what has been identified by Kerner as two phases, the synchronized (S) and the moving jam (J) phases. As a consequence, in Kerner's theory there are three different regimes in the time evolution of traffic. Obviously, the transitions between those regimes constitute a problem to face [10, 11] . We should mention that there are some other alternative descriptions in which the synchronized phase in Kerner's theory is not taken as an independent regime, but it is considered as a congested one only [12, 4, 13] . However, considering the characteristics of the three phases in Kerner's theory, we have tried to recognize them within the scope of a kinetic based macroscopic model. The traffic modeling has currently been done from the individual vehicle description up to their collective behavior and has given rise to observed phenomena in real traffic.
In particular, the kinetic approach starts with a mesoscopic point of view in which the vehicular distribution function plays the fundamental role. Such kind of models starts with Prigogine's work [14] , who wrote a kinetic equation, similar to the Boltzmann equation in the kinetic theory of gases, to describe the behavior of the vehicular distribution function. Some years latter the PaveriFontana kinetic equation was proposed in an extended phase space, where it is considered the drivers desired speed as an independent variable [15] . The ideas behind such kinetic equations were taken to develop macroscopic models as the proper averages over the distribution function [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . Kinetic equations in traffic flow, as in any other subject, have mathematical characteristics which make them somewhat complicated. This fact makes their analytical solution a challenge which has not been solved in the literature. As a consequence, a method to obtain a good approximation is necessary. However, the most interesting property of them, is that some averages provide us with macroscopic equations for the relevant collective variables we have chosen to describe the problem. Once the macroscopic model is complete, the numerical solutions can be compared with empirical data taken from real traffic situations.
In this work we will present a macroscopic model for a two-class vehicles system moving unidirectionally. The model is based on the Paveri-Fontana equation (PFE) which introduces a the new variable called desired speed, an average over the desired speed allow us to obtain a kinetic equation in a reduced phase space. As a consequence of the introduction of the aggressive drivers model [19, 23, 24] , we can obtain the distribution function for the homogeneous steady state (equilibrium state) in an analytical way, and this is the basis for an approximate method to go far from such state. As a result, a first order deviation in the average speed gradient is obtained for the distribution function of each class, which is taken to obtain a closure relation. Accordingly to the usual methods in kinetic theory, the averages lead to the balance equations of motion. In our case we will consider the density of each class of vehicles and their corresponding average speeds as relevant variables, so we have a 4-variable model. Then an iterative procedure allows the reduction of variables to just the density of each vehicle class, consequently we will work with a 2-variable model. The numerical solution is obtained for periodic boundary conditions, as well as in the case of an open portion of a highway. Also, we have considered different sets of initial conditions to reproduce some empirical traffic properties. As a result we have obtained that our model give rise to the characteristics of the three phases in Kerner's theory. In particular, the transition F → S has already been identified through the recognition of the traffic breakdown followed by a fixed front wave on the highway [21] .
Section 2 presents the kinetic model starting with the kinetic equation, the solution for homogeneous steady states, the distribution function for local equilibrium states and the modeling for the interaction term. In Section 3 we construct the macroscopic model. Section 4 presents and discusses the numerical results obtained for different initial conditions, where the Kerner's phases appear. Finally, in Section 5 we emphasize the obtained results and compare with real traffic phenomena.
Multiclass Traffic Modelling
Some attempts have been made in order to describe multiclass traffic. For example, an early model was presented in 1997 by Daganzo [25] who proposed a phenomenological two class model with the aim to describe kinematic waves in freeways with reserved lanes. This model is a generalization of the Lighthill and Whitham one class model [26] and unfortunately carries out its shortcomings. In 2000 Hoogendoorn and Bovy [27] presented a notable multiclass macroscopic model based on a gas-kinetic equation and a phenomenological closure. Other proposals are presented in [28, 29] . In this manuscript we deal with the construction of a multiclass kinetic based macroscopic model assuming the agressive drivers model presented in [19] . This kind of models centers its attention in the space-time evolution of the one vehicle distribution function of i-class, f i (x, v i , t) where f i (x, v i , t)dxdv i gives us the number of vehicles of the i−class in position (x, x + dx) with speed (v i , v i + dv i ) at time t.
Our approach is based on set of coupled Paveri-Fontana-like equations [15] of the type
for each class and we restricts our model to a binary one, so i, j = a, b. Here, we must mention that we will use the abbreviated notation
when necessary. The changes in the distribution function due to binary interactions between vehicles is given by
where p i is the overtaking probability of i vehicles-class. On the other hand, consistently with the ideas of Paveri-Fontana, W i (x, v i , t) represents the average of the individual desired speed and must be modeled as a function of the instantaneous speed of drivers (v i ). For the desired speed we consider a model that takes into account aggressiveness of drivers through a parameter which measures how much a driver wishes to increase its actual speed, then we assume
where ω i depends on drivers aggressivity and/or traffic conditions along the highway, (see Figure 1 in reference [23] ). The macroscopic variables describing the dynamical behavior of our system are
where ρ a (x, t), ρ b (x, t) are the densities of each class, ρ(x, t) the total density, V a (x, t), V b (x, t) the corresponding average speeds and V (x, t) the barycentric speed, all of them being functions of (x, t), and corresponding to the moments of the distribution function. Here we point out that we will omit the (x, t) dependence when necesary. It should be noticed that the integration range in Eqs. (4-6) is not bounded, a usual practice in kinetic theory. It should be noticed that the distribution functions must satisfy proper boundary conditions [23] lim
both conditions representing the fact that the probability of finding vehicles with v i → 0 and v i → ∞ vanishes, otherwise the problem has any sense. Then, if we assume that the probability of overtaking p is the same for all vehicles and introduce the definitions given in Eqs. (4) (5) (6) in the interaction term (2) one obtains
where the instantaneous speed as well as position and time dependence is shown.
The Homogeneous Steady States
First of all, we want to obtain a solution valid for the homogeneous steady states, then we take the equations (1) and (2) and assume that the distribution functions f a , f b do not depend on position and time, and the model parameters (ω i , p, τ i ) have constant values. The equations are solved immediately and their solution is given by
where the index e is used to allude to the homogeneous steady state, usually known as the equilibrium state, Γ(x) is the gamma function and the definitions given in Eqs. (4-6) have been introduced, besides we have defined
as a constant dimensionless quantity which depends on the model parameters (τ i , ω i , p) and the characteristics of the homogeneous steady state (ρ e , V e ).
The Shannon's Information Entropy
The solution we have just found, describes only the homogeneous steady states and to go further it will be considered as a reference to study the dynamics of our problem. To do such a task we need a distribution function f i (x, v i , t) consistent with the values of the macroscopic variables we have chosen, in this case
The consistency criterion proposed in this paper is provided by the maximization of the Shanon's information entropy defined
Then, the distribution function to be found will be the "best" accordingly with the densities and average speeds considered as relevant variables defined in Eqs. (4-6), this procedure is carried out using the method of Lagrange multipliers, and the result is given by
this local distribution function has the same structure than the one given in Eq. (7), however it now contains the local variables ρ i (x, t), V i (x, t).
The Interaction Modeling
In order to consider dissipative effects in our model, we use a very common hypothesis in kinetic theory. Such hypothesis allows one to express the complete solution to Eq. (1) as an infinite expansion in terms of an inhomogeneity parameter which quantifies the deviation from the zero order distribution function due to the gradients present in the system [30] . To first order in this parameter we have
where the function φ i (x, v i , t) represents the deviation from the local approximation f
. It must satisfy the compatibility conditions
which imply that the function
Now, it is assumed that the interaction term can be written in a similar way as it was done in reference [31] for a mixture of gases
where σ
are parameters which measure a kind of collective relaxation time, they come from a BGK approximation method in the kinetic equation [31, 19] and the quantities ǫ i , η i are determined by means of the compatibility conditions, Eqs. (12-13) and are given by
In order to calculate the function φ i (x, v i , t) we substitute Eq. (15) on the right hand side of the kinetic equations (1) and f (0) on the left [30] . The result is
The distribution function obtained for each vehicle class is obtained in terms of the local macroscopic variables ρ i (x, t), V i (x, t) and the gradient of the average speed. It should be emphasized that these distribution functions satisfy all compatibility equations (12) (13) , in such a way that we can claim that the relevant variables calculated with the distribution function f i (x, v i , t) are the same that the ones specified by the local distribution functions f (0) i , as it should be.
The Macroscopic Multiclass Model
The transport equation which describes the evolution of the local variables is obtained when the kinetic equation (1) is multiplied by Ψ(x, v i , t) and integrated over all the velocity range. If one considers Ψ(x, v i , t) = 1, the result is the evolution equation for the density of each vehicle class
we should notice that equations (18) do not correspond to conservation equations, the source of the density of a-class vehicles is the negative of the b-class vehicles. It is only the total density ρ a +ρ b the conserved quantity, which means that the total number of vehicles a + b remains constant, in the cases with no entrance or exit ramps. Similarly, when Ψ(x, v i , t) = v i is considered, we obtain the equations of motion
where γ i = (ω i − 1) /τ i and the traffic pressure and speed variance defined by
respectively for each vehicle class. However, balance equations (18-19) constitute a non closed set of equations until the traffic pressure is specified in terms of the relevant variables. If we chose to calculate the traffic pressure and speed variance in (20, 21) using the distribution function in (10), the result is P
i /α i , then the dynamical equations, equivalent to the Euler's equations in fluid dynamics are given by equation (18) which describes the density variations and
for the average speeds. When equation (11) for f (1) (x, v i , t) is assumed to calculate the traffic pressure, we get
where both P
i (x, t) and θ
i (x, t) are functions of (x, t) through the density, the average speed and the speed gradient and Γ i = 2 (α i + 1) / (σ i α i ). It is worth mentioning that this result depends on the dimensionless quantity α i and the parameter introduced in the interaction term σ i , which is a frequency, and its reciprocal can be interpreted as a collective relaxation time in the distribution function, as can be seen in Eq. (15) . So we can rewrite equations (18) (19) in its closed form as
for i, j = a, b, j = i, and θ i (x, t) (1) given in (23) . Equations (24) (25) are nonlinear and coupled between themselves. Besides, it is necessary to specify the boundary and initial conditions for all relevant variables, in order to solve them. It is worth noticing that the set of macroscopic equations (24) (25) in the homogeneous steady state drives us to V ae = V be = V e , with ρ ae , ρ be and ρ e constants, consistent with the conditions imposed to calculate the distribution function describing the equilibrium state. In order to test the model we will use an iterative method to reduce the number of relevant variables [32] . It means that we will take the local solution as a basis and will approximate the deviation from it.
The Iterative Procedure
Let us assume that the local distribution function f (0) i drives to the leading contributions in the macroscopic variables, however it is well known that Euler's equations are not good enough to describe a system with non-negligible interactions. As a consequence we want to calculate the corresponding deviations, then we defineV
where V (0) (x, t) is the reference speed that we propose as V
i (x, t) = V e (ρ i (x, t)) inspired in the homogeneous and steady solution of Euler-like equations (18) and (22) . Now we introduce Eqs. (23) and (26) in the equation of motion (25) and take up to first order in the speed gradients, to obtain
In the left hand side we considerV i = 0 and neglect all terms in which second order derivatives appear, then
which allows us to find the deviation from the zeroth order speed
we recall that the complete speed is
+V i . This expression should be introduced in equations (24) in order to get a closed model. Note that the proposed hypothesis V (0) i = V e (ρ i ), drive us to have the deviations from the local stateV i written in terms of the corresponding density, hence the closure in the macroscopic equations will be given only in terms of densities.
At this point, we want to emphasize that our model contains the free parameters α i and Γ i . The parameter Γ i is a kind of effective relaxation time to the reference distribution function. Besides, α i has been interpreted before [23] as the inverse of the variance prefactor and is related to the aggressivity parameter (ω i ), in an inversely proportional relation implying that a higher parameter α i means a lower aggressivity, as shown in Eq. (8).
Numerical Results
The obtained model for the densities can now be written in the following dimensionless and conservative form
where 
so V (0) i depends on (x, t) through ρ i .The dimensionless variables are given in terms of the maximum density ρ 0 and speed V 0 byt = t/τ ,x = x/V 0 τ ,ρ = ρ/ρ 0 andV = V /V 0 and hats have been omitted to clarify notation. In the dimensionless parameter η = τ ρ 0 V 0 , we have introduced a characteristic relaxation time τ , the maximum speed of the road V 0 and the maximum density ρ 0 . In order to solve numerically the system in (31) we choose a road of length L, N ∈ N and discretize the space as h = L/N and time by ∆t = T /M where T is the total simulation time and M ∈ N so we have x i = ih, i = 1, . . . , N and t j = j∆t, j = 1, . . . , M . In this sense we use ρ j ki to denote the approximation ρ k (x i , t j ) and
are the initial and periodic boundary conditions. We apply the Lax-Wendroff iterative procedure [33] with
where k = a, b and we have used finite centered differences to approximate the derivative. In the results presented we have considered the following values for the quantities ∆x = 0.075, ∆t = 0.375, ρ 0 = 140 veh/km, V 0 = 120 km/h and τ = 30 s.
Free Flow
In Figure 1 we can see the simulation with the dimensionless parameters α a = 120, α b = 100, Γ a = 0.012, Γ b = 0.06, for a highway of length L = 12 km, the initial state is given by ρ a (x, 0) = ρ e 0.45 + 0.05 sin 2πx L ,
where ρ e = 0.20 and we have taken periodic boundary conditions. Notice should be made that the initial perturbation in a-class vehicles goes in phase with bclass. In these cases, both classes of vehicles have almost the same density, and the less numerous a-class (and also the less aggressive) adapts to the more numerous b-class, contributing so to rise the b-class density. A traveling cluster propagates upstream and finally, for long times, the cluster dissolves itself. The long time behavior on this situation (L = 12 km) is shown at the bottom of Figure 1 , where a kind of steady-state is reached. A similar simulation was made for a highway of length 24km and the results are qualitatively similar so we conclude that the length of the road does not play a relevant role, so henceforth we will perform all the simulations for L = 12 km only. Figure 2 shows the simulation using parameters given before, in a highway of length L = 12 km, and an initial state specified as follows
also periodic boundary conditions are taken. Unlike the last cases, now we have very different initial densities for each vehicle-class and the behavior is similar. The more scarce and less aggressive a-class adapts itself to increase the b-class density. Also a traveling wave propagating upstream is developed. The long time behavior for this case is shown at the bottom of Figure 2 where we observe that a steady-state is reached. Figure 1 and Figure 2 must be compared to note that the proportions between different vehicles classes is essential to determine the adaptation time, in Figure 1 where both classes are almost in the same proportions the adaptation occurs in a longer time that in Figure 2 where adaptation happens in a very sudden way. Now we interchange the role in the aggressivity parameter, the more numerous class, the a-class, is the less aggressive one, and the less numerous b-class is the more aggressive. (Figure 3) shows the simulation for this case with the initial state 
The results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that the relevant aspect in the dynamics is not aggressiveness but the relative density between classes, the most numerous being the leading one. It must be emphasized that although the aggressivity parameter does not determine which one of the classes adapts, the differentiation between classes allows us to have an adaptation effect. The bottom graph in Figure 3 shows the long time behavior for the survival vehicle class for this situation. The sequence of the density profile for different times (L = 12 km). We have used the initial state in (36) and periodic boundary conditions. At the bottom, the long time behavior of the survival vehicle class.
Free-Synchronized Flow Transition
The F → S flow transition is observed in our model without a bottleneck in very special conditions, the detailed analysis can be seen in [21] and we include this subsection just for the sake of completeness. In fact, this transition is observed when the initial conditions in the densities are out of phase, this means that an over-acceleration effect in the most aggressive class of drivers is present together with the mentioned adaptation behavior. (37) and periodic boundary conditions. The long time behavior corresponds to a practically homogeneous situation for the survival class.
In order to give a complete panorama in Figure 4 it is shown the out of phase initial condition
at the top, as well as a permanent cluster which appears around the kilometer 11.
In Figure 5 it is possible to appreciate the velocity drop of the survival class after approximately 5 minutes of simulation and around kilometer 11. Also, the companion density profile has a maximum produced suddenly at the same time.
It should be noticed that the results in Figure 4 - Figure 5 present the characteristics of the presence of the synchronized phase flow, according to the Kerner's classification. First, a fixed cluster in a highway position and, the traffic breakdown with the values of speed showing a sudden and strong change at a certain point in the highway. This behavior has been produced from an over-acceleration effect in the b−class followed by an adaptation to the more numerous a−class of drivers. The over-acceleration was produced by an out of phase condition in the perturbation together with the aggressivity of drivers. Should be emphasized that the perturbation produced by the presence of the two classes has its main effects after the transient situation. Such effects are due to the coupling between classes. In this sense, the over acceleration and adaptation effects produce the dynamics. After the perturbation and raising of the traffic phases the system is not perturbed any more and tend to reach an steady state.
The S → J Transition
To go further with the results in this model, we will consider a set of initial conditions which allow the presence of the synchronized phase followed by the transition to a congested phase
Now we take a highway with L = 12 km, ρ e = 0.22, δρ = 0.1, and the parameters to characterize the drivers classes are α a = 120, α b = 100, Γ a = 0.0001 and lastly Γ b = 0.0005. The difference between the initial densities is small. The dynamics shown under these conditions develops a high density moving jam traveling upstream, however it also appears the synchronized phase with a smaller density. The density color map in Figure 6 (at the right) shows both phases, the yellow profile shows a moving jam and the blue profile with a variable speed front represents the synchronized phase. Besides, both profiles join together at certain point in the highway and the region around this point represents the transition S → J. Figure 6 (at the right) shows the color map Figure 4 : The sequence of the density profile for different times (L = 12 km). We have used the same parameters as in Figure 1 , initial state in (38) and periodic boundary conditions. The last one corresponds to the speed profile.
for the survival density and the transition is seen around the fourth kilometer and t ∼ 18 min. The traffic breakdown going with the synchronized phase is shown in Figure  7 , at the top, where the average speed of the survival class changes in an abrupt way when we observe the profile at position x = 5.7 km, t ≈ 2.5 min and at position x = 8.7 km, t ≈ 1.5 min. The corresponding flow rates for both situations is shown in (Figure 7 ) and it is clear that flow rate around x = 8.7 km does not drop abruptly while in x = 5.7 km it does. After 18 min the synchronized flow reaches the moving jam and they continue traveling upstream with approximately the same velocity and flow rate.
Traveling Waves
In order to show the formation of traveling waves we have considered a higher density to start the simulations ρ e = 0.32 with δρ = 0.05 and the initial condi- 
( Figure 8 ) shows the survival density in a color code map for periodic boundary conditions. It is seen in a clear way that there exists a moving wave traveling upstream with constant speed. In (Figure 9 ), the density profile as well as the speed profile are shown for different times where we see the moving wave traveling upstream.
Open Boundaries
Until now, we have considered that the total density is conserved, this is clear when we observe the source term in equation (31) . From now on, we will modify the source term in (31) for the a-class by a factor 0.25 and the one for the b-class by a factor 0.50. We have not periodicity anymore but in the left hand side of the road a flow rate corresponding with a influx density 0.7 ρ e is maintained and in the right hand side vehicles can leave the road freely. In figure 10 , we have considered α a = 120 α b = 100, Γ a = 0.012 and Γ b = 0.06 in a highway 
In this case, due to the lost of conservation and the influx of vehicles, a low density wave traveling downstream is formed. Again the less numerous b-class adapts to traffic conditions imposed by the more numerous a-class. At the bottom of ( Figure 10 ) we see a kind of steady-state is reached due to the influx in one side of the road. However the free flow traveling wave leaves the right hand side of the highway. If we interchange the aggressivity values between the drivers classes, the results are very similar, the more numerous vehicle class survives while the other adapts and a low density wave propagates downstream on the highway, a situation which becomes possible because vehicles can leave the road freely. When the simulation begins with a larger density (around 30% of the total occupation) also a high density wave is developed, however it travels upstream as shown in (Figure 11 ). Again we observe adaptation from the less numerous class to the more numerous one, this adaptation behavior occurs into the first kilometer of the highway. The open boundaries allow traveling waves going downstream or upstream according to the total density of vehicles in the highway, though at long times, a steady state is reached due to the influx and free leaving at right and left extremes. t=2 min t=4 min t=6 min t=20 min Figure 9 : From top to bottom: the initial density profile, density profile at t = 2 min, density and speed profiles of the survival class at several times.
Concluding Remarks
We state a set of kinetic equations to describe a system for two-classes of drivers/vehicles with different aggressivity parameter. Through the methods in kinetic theory it is possible to get a macroscopic model where the relevant variables are the densities of vehicle classes. The model is constructed taking as a starting point the reduced Paveri-Fontana kinetic equation and the standard methodology in kinetic theory. As a result we have found a very complex set of equations, so we assumed an iterative procedure, akin to the Maxwell's one, in order to have a simpler hydrodynamic description for each one of the vehicle classes. The numerical simulations of our results are computed for different situations in order to test our model. We have observed, that changing the length of the road has not relevant influence in the results, the upstream traveling perturbation developed within the longer road is just slightly flatter than the one in the shorter. The numerical solution in (Figures 2 and 3) show that in order to have an adaptation to the more numerous vehicle class at least two vehicle-classes should exist, but we observe that it is not the aggressivity parameter the relevant feature in this adaptation behavior. In fact, the less numerous vehicle-class, no matter its aggressivity, always adapts to the more numerous one. It means that the less numerous class disappears after the transient, which has produced a perturbation in the whole system dynamics. It is during the transient, where the over-acceleration and adaptation effects take place. More important than the above observations is the fact that the model is able to give rise to the characteristic behavior of the three traffic phases as described by the Kerner's theory. In all the cases studied, an initial state is slightly perturbed, as it can be observed the initial perturbation leads to the formation of the phases, this perturbation relaxes after a transient time, because over time all vehicles on the less numerous class transforms into the leading vehicle-class, i.e., one of the densities goes to zero. Under this condition, the right hand side of equation (31) is zero. Therefore, for long times, a steady state is reached. Now, the free phase (F ) is established at low density under a small pertur-bation, we observe that after a transitory, the system reaches a steady state situation as expected. Second, there are certain initial conditions which favor an over-acceleration effect in the more aggressive but less numerous class of vehicles. This fact together with the adaptation behavior noticed above, causes the apparition of the synchronized phase in free flow. The transition between the free and synchronized phases arises at the traffic breakdown and, the phase S remains fixed even without a physical bottleneck, as a consequence of the periodic boundary conditions imposed on the dynamics (see also [21] ). Third, the synchronized and wide moving jam J phases may be present simultaneously as shown in 6. Eventually it would happen the transition S → J under periodic boundary conditions. For bigger equilibrium density we can find a cluster traveling upstream with constant speed. Lastly, the open boundaries problem may produce a traveling cluster going upstream or downstream according to the influx flow rate. It should be emphasized that all these results have been produced with the same model, just by changing the initial equilibrium density, the parameter values in the model and, the initial conditions.
